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Stephanie Plum, America's favorite bounty hunter, returns to the streets of Trenton, New Jersey for

another rousing adventure. With high-spirited sidekicks like the bizarre Grandma Mazur and

ex-hooker Lula, it's easy to see why Stephanie's fan base grows every day. While trying to make an

honest buck apprehending bond-skippers, Stephanie is shocked to learn her mentor--master bounty

hunter Carlos "Ranger" Manoso--is suspected of murder. Digging through the local weapons and

drug rackets, Stephanie hopes to get her man off the hook. But finding time for her other man, vice

cop Joe Morelli, is getting harder each day. And it doesn't help when Grandma moves in, takes up

driving lessons, and dyes her hair pink. New York Times best-selling author Janet Evanovich

constructs unforgettable tales filled with zany characters and non-stop action. Narrator C.J. Critt

takes listeners on a colorful trek through the sexy, hilarious and hazardous world of Stephanie Plum.
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I discovered Evanovich's Stephanie Plum series the last week of May 2000. Books one through five

were finished by June 10, 2000. Hot Six was released June 20th, and I finished it on June 22d.

Look, I have a life, honest. Mystery books come in and go out of my bookshelf. This series is here to

stay. In Hot Six Evanovich continues to satisfy the demands of this picky reader. Stephanie Plum,

still-learning bounty hunter from the burg of Trenton NJ finds herself in the middle of it again, with

favorite characters present and driving poor Stephanie nuts: Grandma Mazur, the gang at Vinne's

bond office, the ever elusive Ranger, and of course everyone's favorite handsome rouge cop, Joe

Morelli. Not just more of the same though. Evanovich adds new colorful characters to her



well-developed cast, folks I hope we'll see again. The book jacket tells you about the story. Let me

tell you why you should read it. This book, like the rest in the series, is fast-paced and full of humor,

from the tried and true characters, to the new and often nutty characters. So many mystery books

have "downtime", where we leap into the next day or skip over how we get some information, and

forget the drugery of meals. Hot Six if full of detail, and the belly laughs come from the detail. Hot

Six takes you all the way, showing you the day in and out, with all the guffaws. It draws its humor

during "down" times in the case - the surveillance, the

what-is-going-on-in-the-world-while-the-main-chase-is-on. Evanovich has a true talent for efficiently

developing her characters into lively personable and oh so funny people that could, but thank

goodness some don't, live next door.
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